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Exchange of Services
There is a common system of landing agricultural equipment
in the rural regions of Switzerland. It works in way of farmers
lend/borrow an equipment such as threshers, heavy duty
tractors etc. to one another without billing. This system allows
to minimise cost by concentrating a budget to equipment
that is essential to a particular farmer and all other can be
borrowed from a neighbour that owns the different one.

Garden City
'The garden city is a method of urban planning in which self-
contained communities are surrounded by "greenbelts",
containing proportionate areas of residences, industry, and
agriculture. The idea aims to capture the primary benefits of
a countryside environment and a city environment while
avoiding the disadvantages presented by both.'
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Garden_city_movement

Food Transport Network Strategy

Allotment Mapping
This drawing represents the existing allotments in and around
Coventry that also surfaces the evidence of bringing different
community together which also justify that  these sites have
potential in expanding organic gardening.

Hemachandar Kanabiran

Moon Gravity
The connection between the earth and the moon was
mentioned and used by a lot of old civilizations. The weather,
water, circulation and directions were connected directly to
the moon calendar. As the moon affect the amount of
gravity on the earth, the water also have some changes. The
underground water start to get closer to the top of the earth
when the moon goes to “full moon”, that affect the time of
seeding and growing vegetables.

Saba El-Hashem

Finance
The public transport in the capital city
of Switzerland Bern is funded by the
state, canton, local municipality, bus
companies and building society.
UK p. t. is mostly private, therefore it is
primarily privately funded, and it does
however receive state funding.

Stigma
In the UK still exist the stigma that
public transport is for poor people and
this  define the attitude towards it as a
whole. Whereas in Switzerland using
public transport is seen as a freedom
of movement also free from parking
hassle and fees.

Punctuality
93 % of the public transport in
Swizerland arrives on time securing
commuters to be on time for work that
eventually reflects positively on the
economy growth.
In the UK at regional level between
82% and 86% of buses were on time,
except in the West Midlands (79%).
There was greater variation at
local authority level, ranging from 64%
up to 97% in some areas.

Frequency
During peak times the frequency of
buses and trams by the main bus stop
in the city centre is so dense that
sometimes the vehicles have to wait
10-20 seconds until the platform is
freed.
Coventry is served by the a traditional
type of bus station.

Franchises
There is a multitude of private
franchises involved in the Swiss public
transport. However, the main
companies SBB (Schweizerische
Bundesbahnen) and Bernmobil are
fully state owned. And as such the
network is sufficiently subsidised by it.
In the UK the rail network is stately
owned, the trains belong to another
company and the franchises are won
by competition by the third parties
that rent the trains from the owner.
Ultimately, system accentuates on the
profit on the cost of customer.

Area and
Population
51.62 km2 Bern, 130 000 inhabitants.
98.65 km2 Coventry, 340 000
inhabitants.

Concentration
Apart from a few bus lines and one
tram line every line go from one end
of the city to the other and they all
go through the city centre. Which is
not the case in Coventry where just a
few bus lines cross the city radially,
that necessitate to change buses
costing more time and twice the
price.

Rail Capacity
Bern Train Station has 17 platforms
positioned on 2 different levels in
comparison of Coventry’s 4 platforms.
It also has to be mentioned that Bern
has nearly 3 times less inhabitants than
Coventry.
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Ryton Organic

Research Analisys
The one of the proposal objectives is to identify acreage in
Coventry suburbia that are within 25-30 min away from the
city Centre. They are to be assumed as expansion outposts to
Ryton organic principles to create a ring of food network that
is operated by city for the city. The distance is determined by
availability of free land and the time which people are willing
to travel to supply organic food. In order to establish this ring,
we need to adjust the current public transport system to fit
the needs of it.

The capital city of Switzerland, Bern has a very well thought
out public transport system. It is based on the centralizing
principle meaning that almost all the public transport goes
radially through a main hub comprised of rail, tram and bus.
A system which model can be adjusted to the needs of
Coventry city and its suburbia. Namely, to establish stronger
links to Ryton Organic and its outposts, and the City.

Design Intent
Furthermore, the Centre needs a strong vocal point that
acts as a poster for its goals and philosophy. This can be
achieved through a design of bridge that links the site
across the road with a canopy casing the car park. These to
be covered with soil and used the whole area for grazing
sheep and to reduce the heat island effect. Also there will
be a café that it is locally sourced. The same will have
sheltered bicycle stand, electric vehicles charging point
and a bus stop. The stop will be served by bus numbers 580
and 86 both having Rugby as last stop. Their 3 minutes
diversion from its current route can be subsidized by
Coventry University and the local municipality. The buses will
use the car park to turn around and continue on the main
route.
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